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Kekule structures are transformed into the subspace of 
their double bonds to yield the correspondilng factor graphs, 
orig.inally called submolecules (8. E 1- Bas i 1, Internat. J. 
Quantum Chem. 21 (1982) 771). A graiph-theoretical analysis of 
factor graphs is presented for certain classes o,f benzeno1i:d 
hydrocarbons. Such an analysis led to expressions for .the con
struction of sextet polynomials of some types of benzenoid 
hydroc·arbons containing as many as ten rings in a few seconds 
without drawing any graphs!. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Although Kekwe structures are mathemrutical states of no »real« exis
tence, their impact on chemist.ry1 and mathematical chemis'try2 is obvious. 
Reviva;l of interest in such VB stmct:ures arose in the early seventies2 

when it was realized that they are hidden in the detailed complexity 
of sophisticated MO calculations.2,3 There are a number of Lnteresiting 
properties of Kekule structures4 such as their count,5 U1Sually given the 
symbol K, for a particular hydrocarbon. Naturally, K, being an integer, 
has many possible partitions. E..g. Gordon and Davidson6 have demons
trated that K for a noll!branched catacon:d:ensed all-benzenO'id hydrocar
bon (see later for definitions) is composed of a partition of nlllmbers that 
form a Fibonacci sequence. Recentily Rosoya and Yama;guchF partitioned 
K into a SiThIIl of what they called resonant sextet numbers, r(G, K)'s, 
defined as the number of way.s in Which k disconnected but mutually 
resonant sextets are chosen from G, the molecular g~aph of the hydro
carbon. Such Iliumbers are used to construct sextet polynomials, Ba(X)'s 
given by: 

m 
BG(X) = ~, r(G, k) Xk 

k=o 

wherie r<(G, 0) is defined as uniity and m is the maximum number of 
disconnected sextets. The combitnaitorial and chemical implications of 

* This paper is dedicated to Professor Nenad Trinajstic. 
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the se~tet poly1nomiail led many people8•9 to interesting discoverles of the 
topologicail properties of benzenoid hydroc.arbons. This paper a.ii.ms at 
analyziill'g Kekule structures of cel'ltain types of benzenoid hydrrocarbons 
for which novel identities of the·ir sextet polynomialis hav.e recently been 
observed.9 

2 .. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS 

a) Factor-Graph, F (K), of a K ekule Structure 

When a Kekiule strurcture is t·ra.Il!Sfor:med into the subspace of its 
dowble boods a factor-g.r·aph,1° F(K) results. E.g. We consider Kr and 
F(K1): 

b) Partition Sequence, S (P) 

The s.et of F(K)'s of a parMcular benzeinoid hyd·rocarbon ar·e pairtitio
ned acciord'ing to the number of bivalent vert.ices,11 v2's. Th!us, e.g., picene 
has thLrteen F(K)'s shown in Figure 1. It turns out that just one of these 
F(K)'s has seven v2's, there are five F(K)'s each containing six v2's, six 
F(K)'s each possessing fdve v2's and only one containililg four v2's. Thus 
a partition sequence, s ( P), mi:ght be defined for picene as given by eqn. 
2, viz., 

S(P) = [7] + 5 [6] + 6 [5] + [4] 
where, in g,eneral, [i] is a pal'titioo of the F(K)'s for which v2 = j. 

~ 

c) Factor-graph vector, V [F (K)] 

Defined by 
~ 

V [F(K)] = (f 1, f2, • • ·, f&) 

R, being the number of cycles in F(K) ( = number of hexa:g101ns 1n the ben
zenoid hydroca.rbon). The f's are numbers of biva•1ent verttces in the in
divtdual cycles composing a part'icular F(K), so that: 

R 

~ / 1 = total nllmlber of bivalent 
1= 1 vertices ·in F(K) = v2 • 

It tums out that :the value:s a.ind 1ordiel'mg of 1ihes1e f's are r<aithier del!l:cate 
fu;nctLons of F(K)-topologies and lead to a g1raph-theoretical analysis of 
the indivii.dual Kekule structures. 
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Figure 1. Factor gra:phs o.f picene grouped according to theLr vector degrees. 
Numbers in [J are v2's. 
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d) L-A Sequence8 

Gutman8 distinguished two types of ring annellation modes for non
t·erminal hexagons in the moleculrur graph of a cata-condensed benrzenoid 
hydrocarbon, viz., 

L-mode 

~~ 
~ 

A-mode 

Furthermme the additional convention will be adopted12 that a hexagon 
which is fused simultaneously to th11ee otiher hexagons (i.e. a branched 
hexagon) will be assigned the symbol A, viz. 

Term'inal hexagons wiil.l be asisigned the letter L. Therefore every polyhex 
graph13 (i.e. the molec:ular graph of a benzenoid hyd:rocair:bcm) of a cata
-c001densed benzenoid hydrocarbon might be associaited with an Of'dered 
R-tuple of symbols L, A (R = number of hexagons), the so-called L, A
-sequence.8 E.g. the following symbol's are used to lahel the hexagons of 
G 1 the polyhex graph correspondli.ng to K 1 : 

e) Induced Subgraph14,15 
Three types of induced subg:raphs composed of st:l"ings of hexagons 

might be partitioned out of the po~yhex graph of a caita-ccmdensed system 
viz., 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
81 

where L e.g. means L repeated s1 times. In eqns. 1-3 th'e poweris of the 
L symbols are maximum possible vailues corresponding to an induced sub
graph of the maximum number of :ringis. The values of s1 amd s3 * 0, 
while s2 may or may not be zero depending on the st·rucwre of the poly
hex. As an illustratton G1 contains the follow,ing induced subgraphs : 
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< U1 > =i < 1, 2 >; or < g1 > =i <LA> ) 
<u2> ::::) < 2, 3 >. < 3, 4, 5 >. <5, 6 >; 

(or < U2 > =i < A 2 >, < ALA >. < A2 >) 
<ua> ::::) < 6, 7 > or < g3 > =i <AL> ). 

where the numbers in »brackets« are numerical labels of hexagons as 
shown in G 1• The total number of tnctuced s:ub:g,raphs irrl G will be denoted 
by L. E.g. L(I.;inear acene) = 1, L(G1) = 5 and so on. 

f) Some Definitions Regarding Benzenoid Hydrocarbons 

A mo~ecu[ar network which ~s entirely c·omposed of hexagons is called 
benzenoid. If all benzene rin:gs in one of the Ke.kule structures have an 
aromatic sextet the hydrocarbon ls called allben~enold. Theirefore an all
benzenoid hydrocrurbon has one F(K) which is composed of C3 cycles only 
(C3 is a cycle composed of three vertices). An allbenzenoid hydrocarboin 
containmg R rings, therefore, has an L-A sequenc.e given by LAR-2£. 
Examples of allbenzenoid!s are given by the following polyhexes. 

ertc. 

Thus, in an allbenzenoid system all i.ndiuced subgraphs have orders* of 
two (i.e. composed of two rJngs). In the opposite sense to the above defi
nitJon, a hydrocwrbon is termed non-allbenzenoid. Examples are 

etc. 

A necessary and sufficient cond'ition for a non-allbenzenoid ca.ta-conden-
• • S1 S3 

S!e!d system 1iS the rexmtel!lce of < g1 > = L A where 81 ~ 2 or < g3 > = AL 
83 ::::,,. 2. If every hexag'<m of a cata-condensed system has a.it most two 
neighboring hexagons it is said to be nonbranched. 

We now state two theorems, illustrate them aiil'd prove them by graph 
analysis of factor graphs and thei·r vectors. 

3. THEOREM 1 

Let a m-.i be the number of F(K)'s contaming (m-j) divalent verti
ces, where m is the maximum possible number of V2's in an F ( K) in the 
set. Then. for an all-benzenoid nonbira.nched cata-condensed system the 
following identity exists: 

aro-i = r(G, j) (4) 

* The order of an induced subgraph is defined here as the number of its 
rings. 
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where r(G, i) is a r.esonanrt sextet n.umber co:r:respond'ing to j disconnected 
but mutually res01I1ant sextets ill1 G. i.e. r(G, j) = .number of selections of j 
disconnected but mutually resonant sextets in G. 
Table I illustr·ates the application of eqn. (4) to some alibenzenoid 
nonbranched sys·tems. 

TABLE I 

Partition Sequences, S(P)'s, (Above), and Sexte,J; Polynomials, Ba(X)'s, (Below) 
of the First Few Members of Allbenzenoid Nonbranched Cata-condensed 

Hydrocarbons 

R Examples of G m S(P), (above) and 
Ba(X), (below) 

3 o9 5 ( 5] + 3 [41 + DJ 

~ w 1 + 3 x + x2 

4 6 [6} + 4 [ 5) + 3 [4] 

cUO .Q)-0) 
l + 4 x + 3 xa 

5 ' ... 7 t.71 + 5[6]+6(5)+[4] 

l + 5 x + 6 x2 + x3 

6 cBB.cBCD. 8 (8} + 6(7) + 10(6]+ 4(5] 
1 + 6 x + lo x 2 + 4 x3 

Proof of Theorem 1 

First: We cit•e the characte•rs of factor-graph-vectors of an aU1benze
noid nonb:ranch.ed cata-co1I1densed system: In a vector (/1, f 2, ••• f R) we de
note / 1 and JR as terminal d.igits and digits / 1, 1 < i <Ras ddgiits of internal 
sequence. We state three rules: V!iz., 

Rule 1: The termililaJ digits may assume only values of 1 and 2. i.e. 
there are four possible coonbinatto!llS. Furthermore, digit 1 corresponds to 
C3, while digit 2 to C3 or C4• Digits of illlternaJ sequence ca.n assume values 
0 or 1; 

Rule 2: No two succ·es·sive zeros are allowed; 
Rule 3: When a terminal number is adjacent to the zero then it has 

to assume va'lue 2 (the opposite, however, iJS not true). 
E.g. R = 5 leads to f'ive posstbilit.tes for intemai seq1uence: (1, l, 1), 
(1, 1, 0), (1, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1), (0, 1, 0). Oonsiidering Rule 3, we have only 13 
aJlowed combinations Wiith the f•our combtnations of terminal digits (not 
20 as one might expect). These vectors are shown in Figure 1 for picene, 
an allbenzenoid zigzag cata-oondeinsed system. 

~-lll":l\nri • WA ti.&tininn~+_,.tlit.A t .ho 'tTQHrH+u nf onn A .f21"'111'9 D - J::. Q:;""""nn.,.. 
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The maximum number of d.Lval.ent v.ertices reqrulres upper limits cm 
~ 

both term~nal and internal dtg'its of V [F(K)]. A parttial vector strwcture 
would then be (2, , , , 2). There are still three digits to be acoounted 
f0:r, composed of zeroo and/or ones and subject to rules 2 am.d 3. The upper 
limit to this internal combination is obviously 1, 1, 1 leading to a. 
_,. 
V [F(K)] = (2, 1, 1, 1, 2). There is no otheir configuration leading to a 
htgheT valiue of v 2 • Thu.s am .. = 1. Bu:t, by de1find.tii,cm, r(G, o) = 1 f,or aiilY G. 
Thus llffi = r(G, 0) ( = a1 in this case). 

m : (min.imum v2 ). 

The lower limit on the terminal numbers leads to (1, , , , 1). 
According to rule 3 we cannot have zel'os adjacent to terminal ones, the
reifore vectons s.uch as (1, 0, f, g, 1) or (1, g, f, 0, 1) are not an.owed. Thi-s 
reduces our choice to (1, 1, /, 1, 1). 'Do have the lower limit on v2, f m.ust 
be z·ero, whence m generates the veotor (1, 1, 0, 1, 1) leading to v2 (min.) = 

m = 4. Therefpre a4 = am_3 = r(G, 3) = 1. This resiult depends on the va1ue 
of R. 

Now we estrubl1sh the co:rireSipOllldJence betwe;em affi_3 and r(G, 3): We 
let F be an opera.tor that transforms a Ke1kule stir:ucture into the subspace 
00' its doub'le bonds (to give a factor graiph), hence we may write the follo
wing identities: 

F 0 = c ) = 6 
};• a = c4 = D ( 5) 

F ~ . '<:: :::: c5 =0 
Whence we have the following inverse relati·ons: 

=0 (6) 

Furthermore we have the following cyclic interpretations of the elementS 
-+ 

of V [F(K)]: (these cyclic interpreta.tions al'e f1unctions of the part.icUila.r 
topology of an allbenzenoid nonbranched system) 

i) Termtnal digits: 
(7) 

ii) Internal sequence: 
0 C3 (8) 
1 = C3; C4 ; C5 
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when we use (7) and (8) we get 
F-1 (1, 1, 0, 1, 1) = F-1 (C3, 1, C3, 1, C3) 

The rema·inmg ones might be CJ; (1 = 3, 4, 5). 
It can be shown that an allbenzenoid nonbranched system requires the 
inetrna:l 1 t·o be C5 when the terminal cycles and middle one are C3's. Thws 
we write, using (6) the fol'lowing identity: 
F-1 (C3, C5, C3, C5, C3) F-1 F(K13); (see Figure 1) 

= K13 

(Clar's fortnula) 

But K13 contains three disjoint and mutually resonant hexagons. Hence 
K13 CO!fresponds to r(G; 3); but K13 is derived from V F(K) = (1, 1,0,1,1), 
and the latter is deduced from 1Lffi_3- • Theref-ore r(G, 3) = am_3 = 1. 

Now we construct other vectors of this BH. S'Lnce m = 7 and m = 4, n 
(number of partitions) = 7 - 4 + 1 = 4. We have accounted for two of 
them, viz., v2 = m; m, therefore we have two more v2 s: 

V2 = 6 = m - 1: 

The terminal digits cannot both be 1, as the maximal sum of in·temal 
sequence cannot exceed 3. If one of them is 2 and the other 1, we have 
the anly possibility for internal sequence the only possibility being three 
l's, Le. (2, 1, 1, l, 1) or (1, 1, 1, 1, 2). If both terminal digits are 2, we get 
for internal sequence two l's Mid 0, and that gives three possibilities: 
(2, 1, 1, 0, 2); (2, l , 0, 1, 2) and (2, 0, 1, 1, 2). We observe that the zero 
moves over three positions. FrOIIll Eqn. (8) and (6) we conclude that these 
zeros corresp.ond to sextets existing in three intemrul rings. The terminal 
ones (l's) also correspond to sextets on terminal hexagons. 
Hence am-l = a6 five vectors corresponding to five Keikule struc
tures with at least one resonant sextet per structure such that it moves 
successively from one ring to the other over the five · structures. This is 
mustrated pictorially as follows: 

;t< ;+:. * "" (l,l,l,1,2) -==<> (2,0,l,1,2) c==C> (2,1,0,1,2) ~ (2,1,1,0,2) 

"' ==C> (2,1,1,1 ,1,). 

The sextet is shown by Ml asterisk above its corresponding c·ode. Whence 
these vectoriS (wh'ich a:re derived from am-i = a6) corresp;0nd to the num
ber of wayis in which one sextet is chosen from a nonbranched cata-con
densed allbenzenoid hyd:rocarbon for which R = 5 i.e. to r(G, 1). 
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Therefwe am:.1 = r(G, 1) = 5 
V2 = 5 = m-2 

We may easily generate these vectors as done with v2 = 6. These 
vectors are: (1, 1, 1, 1, 1); (1, 1, 0, 1, 2); (2, 1, 0, 1, 1); (1, 1, 1, 0, 2); 
(2, 0, 1, 1, 1); (2, 0, 1, 0, 2). Applying Eqn. (7) and (8) to these vectors, 
they may be rewritt·en as (C3, 1, 1, 1, C3); (C3, 1, C3, 1, 2); (2, 1, C3, 1, C3); 

(C3, l, 1, C3, 2); (2, C3, 1, 1, C3) and (2, C3, 1, C3, 2). 
These vectors, therefore correspond to Kelmle stnuctures containing 
pairs of disjoinit but mu:tuaUy resonant sextets, i.e. to r(G, 2). There are 
six such different pa1rs. One may apply (6), (7) and (8) to generate the 
actual Kelmle structures. We may thus wriite am_2 = r(G, 2) = 6. 
Similar enumerative proofs might be written for higher (or lower) 
members). 

Construction of Ba(X)'s of Allbenzenoid Nonbranched Cata-condensed 
Systems 

-+ 
The graph-theoretical properties of V [F(K)] 's of this class of hydro-

cal'bons (c.f. rules 1-3) allow a systematic synthesis of sextet polynomials 
of very large systems from the vectors of phenanthirene; the five vectors 
of wh.tch are (2, 1, 2); (2, 1, 1); (1, 1, 2); (2, 0, 2); anrd (1, 1) . Higher 
vectors are built up from smaller ones. Each time the terminal numb.er 
(arbitirairily to the right) is suppressed by one and then both a one and 
a two are added. A~ a result of this operation vectors might r,esult ending 
(to thre r1ght) at one preced1ect by zerio. These are exclJuded by vJrtue of 
rule 3. E.g. a vector such as (2, 0, 1, 1, 1) might only be expanded tnto 
(2, 0, 1, 1, 0, 2): the alternative; (2, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1) is not consistent with the 
topological featuws of this class (allbenzenoid, nonibranched) of hydro
carbons. Th'is consideration can be formulated generally as follows: If 

-+ 
we have the vecto11s, V [F(K)]'s, for some value of R, let us denote by 
R 1(R) the number of vectors with the last digit 1 and RdR) the number 
of vectors with the last digit 2. Then we get for R + 1: R1 (R + 1) = R2(R); 
R2(R+1) = R 1(R)+R 2 (R). E.g. if we have for R = 3, R1=2, R 2=3, then 
we get for R=4: R 1(4) =3; R2 (4) =5, for R=5: (5, 8), for R=6: (8, 13) etc. 
Partition sequences and sextet polynomials are thus most easily construc
ted. This result is outlined below: 

R 

3 
4 
5 
6 

2 
3 
5 
8 

3 
5 
8 

13 

We observe that both R1 and R 2 define Fibonacci numbe11s.16 
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4- Theorem 2 

Let am+J be rthe number of F(K)'s conta'i.ning (m + j) divalent vertices, 
where m is the mlnd.mum possible number of v2's in an F(K) Ln the set. 
Then for a nonal:lbenzenoid nonb.rainched cata-condensed system for which 
L = 2, the fohlowiing identity exists: 

am+J = r(G, j) = a3+J (9) 

before p.rov'ing eqn. (9) we illustrate it with some examples: 

TABLE II 

Partition Sequences, S(P)'s, (Above), and Sextet Polynomials, BG(X)'s, (Below) , 
<>f a Few Membf!l"S of Nonallbenzenoid Nonbranched Cata-condensed Systems 

for which L = 2 

G S(P), (a;bove) and BG(X), (below) 

o:x9 01+ 4 [4) + 2 [ 5] 
.1 + 4 x + 2 x2 

~ [31 + 5(4] + 4 [ 5] 

1 + 5 x + 4 x2 

cxxxfi [J1+ 7 [4] * 8 [5] 
1 + 7 x + a x2 

~ 
3 + 7 [ 4] + 9 [ 5] 
1 + 7 x + ~ x2 

~ 

Finst we consider some gra.ph-ttheoretical characters of V [F(K)]'s of 
this class of hydrocairbons which ar.e essential for the proof. A general 
representation of a nonallbenzenoid !Ilonbranched hydrocarbon for which 
L = 2 is shown below 
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Thus the general form of the L, A-sequence would be L1 AV where i and j 
are 1, 2, . . . . Such a sequence is consist,ent with only two types of vectors 
given by (10), (11), viz. 

i) 

ii) 

U1, 01-1, 1, Ol-1, fn) 

U1, oi+H, fn) 

(10) 

(11) 

where a zero raised to an integer, say om, means a zero repeated m times, 
so instead of writing e.g., 0, 0, 0 we wl'lite 03 and so on. inor type i) vectors, 
the terminal d.igits might have four combinations, viz., 

1) / 1 = fn = 1 (2) / 1 = 1; fn = 2 

3) f n = 1; / 1 = 2 (4) f1=fn=2 

For type ii) vectors only one vai1ue can be a1ssumed, viz., / 1 = fn = 2. These 
bounds are simply dictated f,rom the nature of the Kelmle pertnutatioos2 

(Le. double-bond matchings) in siuch polyhex graphs. When eqns. (10) 
and (11) are used together with the bounds of the numerical values of the 
terminal digits only three values of v2's become pos,sibl,e, viz., 3, 4 an:d 5 
and whence the S(P)'is of these benzenoid systems have the general form: 
(c.f. Taible II). 

S(P)L~2 = a3 [3] + a4 [4] + as [5] (12) 

We need two more characters of such types of V [F(K)]'s 

(a) Cycli'c interpretations (codes) of vector elements: 

a) An int.ernaJ zero = C3 ; C4 

b) An' interinal 1 = C3 ; C4 ; C5 

c) A terminal 1 = Ca 
d) A terminal 2 ad'jacenrt;, to 1 = Ca 
e) A terminal 2 adjacent to zero = C3 ; C4• 

It must be observed that by a terminal digit is meant a number which 
is located at either terminal of the vector. We now define a no1vel quan
tity: 

(b) Vector multiplicity, w 

-+ 
The terminal cycles in V [F(K)]'s acre e'ither C3 and/or C4• For the 

topology of nonbranrched nr0naHibenzenoid g.rarphs several F(K)'s might 
generate the same vector. Table III outlines vector stl'luctures and their 
multiplicities, w's Le. the number of F(K)'s consistent with one, vector 
st:mcture. 
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TABLE III 

Vectors and Their Multiplicities, w's of Nonbranched NonaZZbenzenoids 

V [F(K)]'s 

(C3, 01, 1, OJ, C3) 
(C3, 01, 1, OJ, C4) 
(C4, 01, 1, OJ, C3) 
(C4, 01, 1, OJ, C4) 
(C4, Ok, C4) 

--+ 

w 

1 
j 
i 

(i.1) 
1 

As an illustration we consider L3AL4 and all its V [F(K)]'s whose configu-
ration is (2, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 2) = (2, oz, 1, 03, 2). Using the cyclic codes (a-e} 
we have the following structures: 

V F(K) 

(C3, oz, 1, 03, C3 ) 

(C3, oz, 1, 03, C4) 

(C4, 02
, 1, 03, C3 ) 

(C4, 02
, 1, 03, C4) 

Figure 2 contains these twelve factor g.raiphs. 

An Inductive Proof of eqn. 2 

w 

1 
3 
2 

2X3=6 

Total = 12 F(K)'s 

Consider am. L1AV polyhex graph. The low,er limit on its v2 Le. m 
comes from the vector (1, 01

-
1

, 1, OH, 1) which m:Ust have two termina:l 
C/s (c.f. cyclic code, C), and whence am= a3 = 1 = r(G, 0), (by definition) . 
No1w we consider the other two partioos, viz., 

V2 = 4 = m + 1 
We make use of TaMe III and cyclic codes d·eriveid aibove for this to

pology. We have the following vectors: 
(2, 01+H, 2) w = 1 

(C oi-1 
. 1 . 1:J J' • 

<2,01 - ,1,oJ-1 ,1);?"-

~<c oi-1 
4' ' 

(1 oi-1 1 
' ' ' 

w = 1 

w = i-1 

~ W= l 

--?> w = j-1 
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We then have ~ w = a4 = am+1 = i + i + 1 = R = rt(G, 1) where the 
v2=4 

-+ 
summation is taken over all V [F(K)]'s for whic!h v2 = 4. 

v 2 = 5 = .!!1+2 

The .following-- vecto rs leading to. v2 =. 5 exist. 

( i-1 c3 ,o , l, oj-1, CJ) ~ w = 1 

? . 1 j-1 
CJ) --?>. 

(2,01- 1 ,1,oj-1 ,2) 
==C> (c

4
,ol.- , 1, 0 • ,., = i-1 

't i-1 1, oj-1, C4) ---=?> j-:L \ CJ ,0 , W= 

( i-1 c
4

,o , 1, oj-1, C4) ~ W=(i-l)(j-1) 

Therefme ~ w =as= am+2 = l+(i-1) + (i-1) + 1(i-l){j-l) 
v2 = 5 = i. i = r(G, 2). 

To dremonistmte the la·st (and important) part of the equality (i.e. 
r .(G, 2) = i. i), we examine au Kekule st11uc1tures O'f an VAV g.raph. We 
f\ind that there is only one Kelmle structure for which only the angular ring 
has a resonant sextet. 

For the a-est of the Kekule structures the resonant sextet moves over 
i and i rings of each of 1ts two induced s;ubgira:phs, < g > 's, such that j.ust 
one sextet exists on each < g >. Therefore there will be i. j. pairs of . 
disjoint and murtuaUy resonant sexte1ts, which is the de:f'inition of r(G, 2) . 
Th'is establishes eqn. 9. 

The linear acenes : 

This is a speciial case of the preced1ng class. Only three types of 
vectors exist, outlined together with thetr multiplicities in ta:ble IV, for a 
linear acene containing R rings. 

TABLE IV 

Linear Acene Vector-factor-graphs and Their Multiplicities, w's 
-+ 
V [F(K)] 

(2, QR-2, 2) 
(1, QR-2, 2) 
(2, QR-2, 2) 

w 

R-1 
1 
1 

Two obvious results might be con0luded f.or thi.Js simple topology, viz., 
1) F1or a lmeair acem.e: S1(P) =(R-1)[4]+2[3] (13) 
2) K=R-l+l+l=R+l (14) 

Eqn. (14) is a well-known fact. 
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Such graph-theoretical analysis might be extended to other types of po
lyhexes. Howeve.r, we feel the above types constdered are detailed enouigh 
to make other analyses, at least in principle, straightforward. 

5) Expressions for Populations of Partitions: Restricted Disjoint 
Interactions, RDI's 

To obtain expressions for the populations of the factor graph partiti
ons aind thus for the tn:dividual resonant sexte:t numbers we introd'llce the 
concept 01' a .restTicted disjoi:nt interaction among the rtngs of a po'lyhex. 
A cl.up.let of ri.ngs selected f:rom the rings of the polyhex graph such tha't 
no two rings in the dupiet belong to the same induced siubgraph ls called a 
restricted disjoint interaction, RDI, between the rings of such sUJbset 
duplert of rings. We let P define the set of all rings compoS'ing atn aribit,ra.ry 
polyhex graph i.e. P = {rJ : 1 L i ~ R} where ri is lth ring in P and R is 
total nUIIl!ber of rings in graph. We de.fine: 

N(O) = 1, (15) 
N(l) = P = R (16) 

llirthermore pai,rs of RDI's, N(2)'s, are defLned as all possible pairs of 
rings swch that no two of them in each pair belong to the same induced 
subgraph; thus: 

N(2) = {(ri ri): r; E< U; >, rJ E < YJ >. 
rm ¢ < Yn > for all m t n} ( 17) 

where < g1 > is an induced sUJbg1raph (defined by eqns. 1, 2 and/or 3) 
such that < g1 > ~ ri, otlher symibol1s are similarly def'iined. Analogously 
triplets of RD I's, N (3) 's are defined as all possible siubsets composed of 
three rings such that no two rings in any su:bset belong to the same 
< g >.Thus: 
N(3) = {(r1rlrk): ri E <g1>, ri E <g1>,rk E <gk>, 

rm ¢ < Yn > for all mt n} (18) 
Similarly Quartets, N(4)'s, Quintets, N(5)'s, etc. might be def.ined de

pending on the size and topology o1' the polyhex graph. As an lllustraUon 
we consider G1 (:p) and write down the following RDI's: 

N (0) = 1 (iBy definition) 

N(l) = {r1, T2, T3, T4, T5, Ta, T7} = 7 
A simpHiflted inotatil.on might be w1ritten by d:roppilng r and wr:lt'ing ooly 

the numerical label of the ring thus: 
N(l) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} = 7, 

Then, N.(2) = {(1, 3); (1, 4); ·(l, 5); (1, 6); (1, 7); (2, 4); (2, 5); (2, 6); 
(2,7); (3,6); (3,7); (4,6); 4,7); (5,7)} = 14; 

N(3) = { (1, 3, 6); (1, 3, 7); (1, 4, 6); (1, 4, 7); (1, 5, 7); 
(2,4,6); (2,4,7); (2,5,7)} = 8; 

N(~4) = 0 
It is convenient to define an RDI polynomial, R(G, X), thrus 

m 
R(G, X) = ~ N(i) Xl 

j = O 
where m = maximal value of j. 

(19) 
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Now we state the important fact that for any caita-co.ndensed ben
zenoi<i hydrocarbon there is exructly a 1: 1 cor;respondence bet.ween R ( G, X) 
a.nd the sextet polynomial, BG (X) ; i.e. 

r(G, j) = N(j) 
(20) 

Eqn. (20) follows immediately fr.om the def,inition of r(G, j) and the 
fact that for any cata-cOIIldense:d benzenoid hydrocarbon, there is only 
one sextet in each <g>, defined by eqns. 1-3 From eqns. (2) and (4) 
we write 

aro.-1 = N(i) 

Therefore to derive expressions for the population coefficients, a's, 
we deriv.e expressions for N(i)'s. Consider, e.g. an all-'benzenoid IIlOIIl·branc
hed cata-condensed hydrocarbon containililg seven :r.ings, viz., 

N(2) = {(1,3); (1,4); (1,5); (1,6); (1,7); 
(2, 4); (2, 5); (2, 6); (2, 7); 

(3,5); (3,6); (3,7); 
(4,6); (4,7); 

(5,7)} = 15 

Each pair has two integers, say i and j, varying as follows: i from 1 
to 5 and j frnm 3 to 7. I.e. for the above polyhex i and 1 have the closed 
intervals [l, 5] and [3, 7] .respectively or in general [l, (R-21)] and 
[3, R] for an all-benzenoid non:branched cata-condensed hydrocarbo!Il 
containing R rings, thus: 

R-2 R R-2 
N(2) = ~ ~ 1 = ~ R-(i+l) 

!=l J = l+2 i = l 
b 

where we made use of the identity ~ l=b-a+l. 
a 

Th:us, 
R-2 R-2 R-2 

N (2) = ~ R - ~ i - ~ 1 
!=l !=l ! = l 

= R(R-2) - (R-2) (R-1) - (R-2) 

2 
R-2 

Whe.re we :used the identity: ~ i = 2-1 (R-2) (R-1) 
! = l 

(22) 

Thus N(2) = 2-1 (R-2)(R-1) (= r (G, 2)) (23) 
Der:ivation of N(3) i:s a little more involved but straight-f.oward, thus: 

R-4 R-2 R R-4 R-2 
N(3) = ~ ~ ~ 1 = ~ ~ R-j-1 

!=1 J=!+2 k=J+2 !=l J =!+2 

R-4{ R-2 R-2 R-2 } 
=~ ~R- ~i- ~1 

!=l j=!+ 2 j=!+2 j=!+2 
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Using known algebraic identities we write: 
N(3) = 6-1(R-4) (R-3) (R-2) ( =T'(G, 3)) 

Analogus expressions might be derived for higher dUJplets, viz 
N(4) = 24-1(R-6) (R-5) (R-4) (R-3) 
N(5) = 120-1 (R-8) (R-7) (R-6) (R-5) (R-4) 
N(.6) = 720-1(R-lO) (R-9) (R-8) (R-7) (R-6) (R-5) 

A more compact from of the aibove factorials is 

N(j) = (R;l-j) 

E.g. N(3) for G 1 would be 6- 1(3) (4)(5) = 10 
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(24) 

(25) 
(26) 
(27) 

(28) 

These axe (1, 3, 5); (1, 3, 6); (1, 3, 7); (2, 4, 6); (2, 4, 7); (2, 5, 7); 
(3, 5, 7); (1, 4, 6); (1, 4, 7); ·(l, 5, 7). 
Eqn. (28) might be used to construct r(G, j)'s of the hyd,rocarbons shown 
in Table I. Furthermore the pa.rtition sequences might be easily comp.uted 
from the eqn. (21) and the identity: 

m=R+2 
(2~) 

which might be induced from inspection of the resuJts. (c.f. Table I). 
For nonallbenzenoid nonbranched cata-condensed systems, the situation 
is much simpler. The following relations mighlt most easily be ind.uced 
f.or the case where a: = 2: 

a3 = r(G, 0) = N(O) = 1 (30) 
a4 = r(G, 1) = N(l) = R (31) 
a5 = r(G, 2) = N(2) = e <g1> e <g3> (32) 

where e <g> is the size of <g> Le. the number of its rings less one. 
As an i1wultration eq1r1s. 30-32 might be used to check the numbers in 
Table Il. 
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SMETAK 

0 graf-teorijskom prlstupu Kekuleovim strukturama. No'Vi identiteti sekstetnih 
polinoma i veza s Clarovom teorijom seksteta 

S. El-Basil 

Kekuleove strukture p.revedene su u po1tpmsto,r nj~hovih dvostrukih veza da
juci odgovarajuce faktor-grafove, iz.vorno nazvafile submolekulama CS. E 1-B as i 1, 
Jnternat. J . Quantum Chem. 21 (1982) 771). Graf-teionjska analiza faktor-gr.afo
va prikaz-ana je za odredene klase benzenoidnih ugljikovodika. Takva analiza 
dovela je do izraza koji omogucuje konstrukciju sekstetnih polinoma nekih ti
pova benzenoidnih uglji·kovodika, koji sadrze i do deset prstenova, u nekoliko 
sekundi bez crtanja ijednog grafa. 




